A WORKSHOP FOR EFFICIENCY, EMISSIONS
AND ENERGY CHOICES IN OHIO

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Is your organization in the business of supplying, using or managing energy?

Friday, September 27, 2013
Quest Conference Center
8405 Pulsar Place, Columbus, Ohio 43240

CE3’s fall event, “A Workshop for Efficiency, Emissions and Energy Choices for Ohio” is your chance to be recognized as a leader in Ohio’s energy industry. The workshop is targeted specifically to businesses seeking practical solutions to energy and emissions management issues, such as corporate energy efficiency, fugitive emissions, natural gas as a game changer in operations, Ohio’s emissions reporting requirements for facilities, energy efficiency financing and more.

As a sponsor you will have the opportunity to network, promote your organization and explore new partnership opportunities. All sponsorship packages include:

- Organizational logo/link on the workshop website
- Organizational logo on signage throughout the venue
- Name badge recognition
- Workshop attendee list post event

**PANEL SPONSOR - $250**
Concurrent Panels on Energy & Efficiency and Shale Energy Emissions (4 Opportunities)

*Also includes:* Two complimentary registrations; Organization logo on panel placeholder slide; One half of a 6 foot table for promotional materials in plenary room; One-page flyer pre-stuffed into workshop program

**BREAKFAST/LUNCH SPONSOR - $500**
(2 Opportunities)

*Also includes:* Four complimentary registrations; Promotional slideshow run for 15 minutes during continental breakfast OR lunch; Signage on food tables; 1-6 foot table for promotional materials in plenary room; Two-page flyer pre-stuffed into workshop program

For more information about the workshop, please visit www.ohio.edu/ce3/ghgrp. Please contact Elissa Welch at 740-537-0112 or welche@ohio.edu to secure your sponsorship package today!

Hosted by

Consortium for Energy, Economics & the Environment at Ohio University

This event is funded in part by the U.S. EPA under Assistance Agreement No. XA-83492901-0.